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Dog Wash

     A boy from Florida whose name is Charlie found a good way to satisfy a school assignment on inventions:
build a dog-washing machine. Charlie had seen his mom get soaked every time she bathed the family dog,
Candy. The big black retriever flipped out at the mere sight of soap and the garden hose.
     Charlie fashioned his Automatic Dog Washer from a frame of lightweight plastic piping. It attaches to a
garden hose, latches the dog's collar—and gently soaks the pooch with 30 small spray nozzles.
     "My teacher, the kids, my parents, everybody liked it from the start," says Charlie. "The first thing I noticed
was everybody wanted to buy one."
     Charlie's invention, a Dog Dowser, won top honors in many local, state, national, and international contests.
Charlie also got to show off his invention on a popular late-night television show.
     Many companies have asked if they can make Charlie's dog washer and sell it in stores for him. Charlie likes
the idea but first wants to get a patent for it. He and his family are now getting one. A patent is a legal
registration that states your brainchild is yours, and yours alone.
     In the meantime, they are making improvements to the dog dowser. In early tests, overspray still soaked
Charlie's mom. So far they have built three different models.

Used with permission of Boys Life Magazine.

1.       Charlie's mom can BEST be described as

A. angry.
B. jealous.
C. ashamed.
D. supportive.

2.       Which paragraph in the passage above BEST describes Charlie's invention?

A. paragraph 1
B. paragraph 2
C. paragraph 3
D. paragraph 4

3.       Which sentence from the passage BEST describes why Charlie invented his machine?

A. Charlie had seen his mom get soaked every time she bathed the family dog, Candy.
B. "The first thing I noticed was everybody wanted to buy one."
C. Many companies have asked if they can make Charlie's dog washer and sell it in stores for him.
D. So far they have built three different models.

4.       Why is it important for Charlie to get a patent for his invention?

A. to get an "A" on his inventions assignment
B. so he can make improvements to his invention
C. so no one else can claim his work is their own
D. to win top honors at national inventors' contests
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5.       Charlie is BEST described as

A. clever.
B. cruel.
C. lazy.
D. shy.

6.       What happens at the end of the passage?

A. Charlie patents his invention.
B. Charlie is still improving his invention.
C. Charlie's mother is unhappy with his invention.
D. Charlie's invention wins top honors in many contests.

The Haunting of Miss Cardamon
by Margaret Mahy

      Sunlight fell like bars of pirate gold where Miss Cardamon walked, but Miss Cardamon did not see it. A
spider's web wagged in the wind as Miss Cardamon walked by, but Miss Cardamon wouldn't wag back.
Coming out through a narrow crack in the pavement, grass held up green fingers, but Miss Cardamon wouldn't
shake hands with it.
      She was a woman in a hurry. Her step was firm, her eyes were stern, her back was stiff and straight. She
walked in straight lines whenever she could, and the weedy, wandering ways of the world were unknown to her.
Even the city sparrows stood at attention when Miss Cardamon walked by.
      Miss Cardamon worked at planning the city. She sat in front of her computer and fed it programs she had
written. The computer fed the city-building computers with her instructions and built the city the Cardamon
way. She was good at four-lane highways and highrise buildings made of concrete and mirror glass, but for
some reason she was not very good at parks or playgrounds.
      One day, walking down a perfectly straight sidewalk, Miss Cardamon found she was walking behind a very
strange, shaggy woman who looked as if she had bark instead of skin. As for her dress, it was all ragged at the
bottom, with lots of bright threads hanging down.
      "That's a very unfortunate woman," thought Miss Cardamon. "You can tell she doesn't know how to walk in
straight lines."
      As she walked, this shaggy woman jingled and jangled because she was wearing a lot of bracelets and very
long earrings. She was carrying an armful of colored parcels.
      As Miss Cardamon watched, the woman dropped her parcels, which scattered in every direction as if they
were setting out in the world to seek their fortunes.
      "Oh," cried the woman. "My parcels! Could you help me?"
      "I'm sorry," said Miss Cardamon. "I'd like to help you, but I only walk in straight lines, and your parcels
have gone in every direction."
      The shaggy woman turned slowly and looked at Miss Cardamon. "You poor thing," she said, smiling.
"Well, luckily for you, I'm here to help you."

         Used by permission of Wright Group Publishing.

7.       Which sentence in the passage contains a simile?

A. Miss Cardamon worked at planning the city.
B. Sunlight fell like bars of pirate gold where Miss Cardamon walked.
C. She sat in front of her computer and fed it programs she had written.
D. Her step was firm, her eyes were stern, her back was stiff and straight.
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8.       The MAIN purpose of this passage is to

A. tell a story.
B. explain something.
C. persuade the reader to do something.
D. describe a person or thing.

9.       Which is the MOST important event in the passage?

A. The shaggy woman drops her parcels.
B. The shaggy woman offers to help Miss Cardamon.
C. Miss Cardamon refuses to shake hands with the grass.
D. Miss Cardamon refuses to help the shaggy woman.

10.       The setting in this passage is

A. an office.
B. a city park.
C. a city sidewalk.
D. a private home.
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The Magic Turtle

by Alvin Schwartz

Here is the story of a "magic" trick with a turtle. You will probably catch on quickly . . .
read about someone who did not.
      The candy store was owned by Madame Perrier and her husband, Louis. They lived
in an apartment above the store with six goldfish and a small turtle no more than an inch
across.
      Madame kept the fish and the turtle in a fish tank on a sill outside the kitchen
window. Several times a day, she fed them bread crumbs and talked to them about the
weather, the store, the candy, whatever was on her mind.
    A boy named Jack lived in the apartment just above the Perriers. On warm spring
nights, he would lean out his open window and watch Madame feed her pets, and
eavesdrop as she talked to them.
    One evening, as he was watching and listening, he had an idea. It seemed so silly that
he laughed. But then he thought, Madame would not mind. She would think it was
funny.
      The next day, Jack bought five turtles at a pet shop. They all looked just like
Madame Perrier's turtle, except that they were larger. They ranged in size from about
two inches across to about six inches across. He also bought some cheesecloth and wire
and a bamboo fishing pole.
      That night, Jack made a small scoop net with the cheesecloth and wire and attached
it to the fishing pole. Early the next morning, before anyone else was awake, he reached
out of his kitchen window with the scoop net and removed Madame's turtle from the
tank. He put it in a bucket of water. Then he replaced it with a turtle that was two inches
across or twice as large.

      When Madame Perrier saw the turtle, she got very excited. "It's twice as big as it
was yesterday!" she told Louis. The next morning, Jack removed the two-inch turtle and
replaced it with a four-inch turtle. It had doubled in size again! When Madame saw it,
she ran to the telephone and called everybody she knew.

The following morning, while the Perriers slept, Jack removed the four-inch turtle
and replaced it with a turtle that was five inches across. That caused a sensation. All day
long, people in the neighborhood came to see the magic turtle, then went out and told
others. The crowd got so large a policeman was sent to keep order. Soon a reporter
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arrived to interview Madame and take her picture with the turtle. Madame was going to
be famous!
      Jack decided not to replace the five-inch turtle with his six-inch turtle. The tank did
not seem large enough. He also was afraid that Madame could not stand the shock.
Instead, he decided to make the turtle smaller once more.
      Early the next morning, Jack replaced the five-inch turtle with a three-inch turtle.
Of course, when Madame discovered what had happened, the excitement continued.
Still more people came to see the turtle, and the reporter came back to interview her
again.
The next morning, Jack replaced the three-inch turtle with the one-inch turtle Madame
owned at the beginning. That night, he put away the dip net and the bamboo pole. He
took his five turtles to the park and let them loose in a stream. On the way home, he
stopped in to see Madame's turtle. It was away for a while, at the zoo, she said. A
scientist was studying its strange behavior.

Adapted from As I Remember Him by Hans Zinsser. Copyright 1940. Published by
Little, Brown and Company.

11.       Which is probably the reason that a scientist is studying the turtle at the end of the story?

A. Many people came to see it.
B. Turtles don't usually change size so quickly.
C. He wants to put it in the zoo.
D. Madame was not feeding it properly.

12.       Which did Jack do when he decided his trick was making too much excitement?

A. He called a scientist.
B. He stopped in to see Madame's turtle.
C. He told Madame about his trick.
D. He put back a smaller turtle.

13.       Imagine the story told Madame Perrier's side instead of Jack's. What would her story be about?

A. her six goldfish
B. the mystery of the turtle
C. a practical joke
D. setting turtles free

14.       In this story the turtle is said to be magic because it

A. is impossible to understand.
B. has supernatural power.
C. disappears and reappears.
D. comes from another planet.
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15.       Why did Jack's trick with the turtle so easily fool Madame Perrier?

A. Madame paid little attention to the turtle.
B. The turtle tank was outside the window.
C. Madame did not know much about turtles.
D. Jack used truly magic turtles.

Guardian

     Tina decided to buy a dog to protect her house. First, she went to a dog show to look at different kinds of dogs.
The people at the dog show recommended several types of dogs, including Doberman pinschers, chows, and
German shepherds. Then Tina went to several pet stores and asked for more information about each type of dog.
After much thought, Tina got a German shepherd.
     Before she brought her new pet home, Tina purchased a large bed, several toys, a collar and leash, and some
food. Within the first week, Tina took her new dog, Guardian, to a local veterinarian to begin the necessary round of
shots for new puppies. When Guardian was six months old, Tina enrolled him in obedience school twice a week to
teach him good behavior. After Tina spent her hard earned money, much time, and hard work, she was rewarded
with a great pet and a guard dog all in one.

16.       Tina probably called her dog Guardian because she

A. wanted the dog to protect her.
B. thought it was a German word.
C. named it for a person she knew.
D. knew the trainer would like that name.

17.       Which BEST describes the dog's behavior?

A. bad
B. obedient
C. mean
D. silly

18.       When Guardian was six months old, Tina

A. found him in a pet store.
B. entered him in his first dog show.
C. began taking him to obedience school.
D. took him to a veterinarian for the first time.
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Summer's Heat

In mid-afternoon's summer heat
The shade of Gramma's front porch

                  invites me to relax

The rusty old swing is
        just the right place to almost nap

As Gramma tells stories of when Daddy was little
And lets me snuggle against her

                            red-checked apron and smell
                                        the aroma

                           of fresh-canned preserves
               that lingers on her fingertips.

19.       Gramma can be described as all of the following EXCEPT

A. kind.
B. warm.
C. hurried.
D. talkative.

20.       Which is the BEST new title for the passage?

A. Back Porch
B. Left All Alone
C. Time with Gramma
D. Red-checked Aprons

21.       What has Gramma been doing?

A. laundry
B. cleaning the house
C. napping
D. making preserves

22.       Why does the grandchild snuggle?

A. to get out of the shade
B. to gently wake Gramma
C. to hear the sound of the rusty swing
D. to smell the fresh-canned preserves

23. Gramma can be described as all of the following EXCEPT

A. kind
B. warm
C. talkative
D. hurried
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24.       Approximately what time of day is it in the passage?

A.   9:00 A.M.

B.   3:00 P.M.

C.   7:00 P.M.

D. 11:00 A.M.

25.       What is the setting of the passage?

A. a park bench
B. Gramma's porch
C. the swimming hole
D. red-checked aprons
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Answer Key

1. D) supportive.

2. B) paragraph 2

3. A) Charlie had seen his mom get soaked every time she bathed the family dog, Candy.

4. C) so no one else can claim his work is their own

5. A) clever.

6. B) Charlie is still improving his invention.

7. B) Sunlight fell like bars of pirate gold where Miss Cardamon walked.

8. A) tell a story.

9. B) The shaggy woman offers to help Miss Cardamon.

10. C) a city sidewalk.

11. B) Turtles don't usually change size so quickly.

12. D) He put back a smaller turtle.

13. B) the mystery of the turtle

14. A) is impossible to understand.

15. C) Madame did not know much about turtles.

16. A) wanted the dog to protect her.

17. B) obedient

18. C) began taking him to obedience school.

19. C) hurried.

20. C) Time with Gramma

21. D) making preserves

22. D) to smell the fresh-canned preserves

23. D) hurried

24. B)   3:00 P.M.

25. B) Gramma's porch
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